Society wants to know whether this form punctures the American dream, whether it violates the American sense of turf, territory, and privacy, and whether it degrades the environment, or, in the alternative, whether it is an enduring response to the diverse needs of a changing society.\textsuperscript{36}

This challenge is aptly appropriate to hybrid housing. Hybrid housing is attacked by many planners, legislators, bankers, and homeowners because it disturbs the belief in a singular ideal for all citizens. Hybrid housing blatantly questions and confronts the presumed homogeneity of our values, experiences, and expectations.

Economic, social and demographic conditions surfacing today are going to effect new forms of housing. Incomes buy less today. Household economies can not keep up with land use and labor costs of the housing market. Individuals expect more than their parents did a generation ago in terms of housing and neighborhood amenities. And the nature of home life reflects little of what was considered the norm as recently as two decades ago. Small businesses are proliferating, and many of these begin at home. The blending of family, occupational and leisure activities under one roof is appealing to more and more Americans. A survey in New Home magazine shows that over half of the 3000 people polled are setting up an office in their homes: 50\% of these persons are running a business out of their homes, 39\% use a home office for their personal and household accounting, and 13\% use the space for work they have brought home from the office.

We need not think of hybrid housing simply for accommodating the businesses of white-collar service providers, managers and clerks, and artisans. Home-based business development has been advocated in a number of communities as a way to assist low-income residents.\textsuperscript{37} A number of states (e.g. Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, New Jersey, North Carolina, West Virginia) have programs to train welfare recipients for self-employment. Nearly all of these new businesses are run by women, and the home is often used as the space for establishing their business activities.\textsuperscript{38}
Nor need we consider home-based work as the exclusive domain of urban and suburban residents. Home-based work sustains many residents of small town and farm communities. Sherman and Beveridge\textsuperscript{19} describe several communities forming around related types of home-based work in rural Minnesota. Such communities not only enhance the individual homeworker’s resources, they also strengthen the economic base of the rural community itself.

But spatially integrating work, personal and domestic activities cannot be easily accommodated by the segregated neighborhood landscapes and insular homes that we live in today.

This report, in view of these trends and in recognition of the potential of a new housing form, has documented examples of intentionally-designed hybrid housing. The intention of this report has been descriptive and confirmatory — hybrid housing is out there in the American landscape — as well as inductive — questions arise as to what ways to best assist the development and design of such housing.

From this collection, several questions emerge about the direction the design and development of such housing should take. For example:

- How can hybrid housing be made affordable to all economic groups? How can it strengthen the economic situations of households?
- At a time when national and household economic conditions are forcing new homes to become smaller in order to become affordable, how can a workspace be incorporated in the home without sacrificing privacy; necessitating a change of people’s behaviors to accommodate to the house design or size; or, elicitng household conflict or feelings of crowdedness?
- What structural considerations should be established for hybrid housing to protect the health and safety of occupants — residents, co-workers, visitors, employees, clients?
- Given that the nature of a home’s occupants change, and that households themselves change within a home, how can hybrid housing be designed to address adaptability and change to non-occupational use?
- Which hybrid housing types best accommodate particular occupational types, or particular household or lifestyle situations? In other words, is one type (e.g. office treehouse) better suited to a particular household type (e.g. families without young children), or occupational type (e.g. professional service work), or economic level (e.g. middle or upper income levels)? Some situations needing further investigation include:
  - What is the optimal relationship of occupational and residential space within the dwelling unit, in terms of organization of, access to, and circulation within the unit, to accommodate those businesses with visitors and co-workers?
— What is the optimal level of visual and acoustical privacy between the business and residential areas of the homes for different types of households (e.g. those without children, those in certain occupational businesses)?

- How can home-based communities be developed to further enhance economic development for communities as well as for residents? In what kinds of places?

- What environmental symbolism best articulates public and private spatial gradations within the hybrid house?

These questions demand answers. This report has confirmed that hybrid housing is part of the American landscape, in a variety of forms and types, and for a number of different households and occupations. Post-occupancy evaluation studies of these and other hybrid houses, as the critical next step, can provide the answers to these questions.
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Credits

Plans of the following homes were rendered by Kyung H. Lee, based on drawings furnished by architect or published in magazines:

American Family Home '91
Baldwin House Addition
Bennett House
Bjornson House
California Avenue Duplex
Castellanos House
Clarkson Terrace
Dickinson House
Downtown Design
Eaglecrest (Squaw Peak Model)
Eames House
Given-Dennis Duplex
Glazebrook House
Greenwich Village Loft
Hartung House
House for a Musician
Jimenez House
Kueckelhan House
McLaughlin House
Moore/Andersson Duplex/Studio
Norton House
Pietz House
Portland Remodeled House
Rosen House
Sash Mill
Simpson & Stevens House
Vorkapich Garden House
Weaver's House
Willow Glen Houses
Wurman Loft

Photographs of the following housing projects were taken by Sherry Ahrentzen:

Hollywood Houses
Market Place Village
Old World Shopping
South Prescott Village

The following firms and individuals furnished renderings which are duplicated in this report:

Artist Housing Cooperative: Baltimore Artist Housing
Block House: William Ellis
Captain House: Frederick Fisher
Childs House: Paul Childs
Electric Art Block: Koning Eizenberg
Fenway Studios: Fenway Studios, Inc.
Lofts, 601 Fourth Street: David Baker & Associates
Negroponte Loft: Smith-Miller & Hawkinson, Architects
Neumann House: Neumann Smith & Associates
Peterson-Littenberg Apartment: Steven K. Peterson & Barbara Littenberg
Schwarting Loft: Karahan/Schwarting
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